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It should be noted that 90 out of employees working at the headquarters work in the manufacturing
department. Supervision and support may need to be offered and then also appropriate feedback. Speaking of
food business, especially kitchen environment, it is of great significance. It is vital for members who are a part
of any team to work together so that their labor is not in vain. This therefore means that the role of supervisors
and other leadership persons in the organisation was taken over by the older members of the teams indicating
that there was a substitution of leadership roles by the teams. Motivation from the individual to be coached is
required for the training process to be successful, and without organisational targets coaching will not result in
real success at work. People on different organisational levels have different objectives, but some obstacles are
distributed by all. Set agendas for meetings Help to set the team goals project goals, task allocations. It
requires lots of efforts, patience and expertise in identifying the right kind of people and to place them at the
right job to get the maximum utilization and output. This ensures that all staff are given a consistent message
and the standard that we work to is very clear. The main advantage of teams is that they have the energy and
the power needed to complete particular tasks and activities which would have been impossible if there was no
team in the first place and an individual was carrying out the task by their own. It is clear that using teams in
organisations leads to a situation where team members tend to come up with their own norms and values that
guide their actions and behaviours and these values and norms finally end up being translated into laws and
regulations that all employees in the team can clearly understand and are expected to follow without being
reminded by the leaders in the organisation Mullen, et al. Increasingly I see the use of effective team building
and effective team leadership as skills in demand. Organizational leadership and social intelligence. This mix
of diverse personalities, gender, race, experience, and culture is what makes a team successful. Conflicts
usually arise either due to lack of effective communication, different ideologies, lack of resources or due to
task interdependence [3]. When organizations run into issues with the lack of or insufficient teamwork it can
hurt the organizations image, profits or will inhibit the company growth by lack of sharing best practices,
missed opportunities, higher cost or loss of labor This situation has effectively reduced the need for leaders in
the organisation as their roles have been slowly eroded by the activities of these teams. Roming states that
togetherness and dependability means that members within the team assist each other and the team This stage
is necessary to the growth of the team. All external references and sources are clearly acknowledged and
identified within the contents. If the team is employed to support a work process, the way of measuring points
are located by mapping the process and using the map to recognize what's worth calculating. On teams,
teamwork, and team performance: Discoveries and development. Identify individual team member
accomplishments that support the team. Care standards set out by the care quality commission ensure that as a
service in the community we are all working to an expected level of care and that all staff are trained to an
appropriate level. The third stage is norming. Motivate the team. Listening to any concerns and ideas team
members may have. Single-dimensional units of strategy usually symbolize very basic and important actions
of some process or product. Sometimes resistance to the inevitable changes that not only come with new staff
members but also to the needs of the client can be a challenge but I genuinely find open dialogue with all
concerned creates a more relaxed working environment. The successful clubs we've discovered all gave
themselves enough time to learn to be considered a team. Goleman hypothesizes that truly effective leaders
must adapt to the situation at hand by using the appropriate combination of styles To read more about these
processes see the Mind Tools articles on Successful Induction. This improves staff confidence and gives them
a sense of pride in their work. Teams and leadershipTeams are today required to take care of a lot of the duties
that were previously assigned to supervisors and therefore various scholars and academicians have made
suggestions that teams have come to be substitutes of leadership in organisations of the 21st century. I like to
lead by example and feel that I am an open and approachable manager, this leads to a culture of trust and
respect within my team. For instance, in Philippines, most of the decisions are made by the doctors.


